# Consequences at JCoSS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Examples of Behaviour</th>
<th>Examples of sanction &amp; at whose discretion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **C1** | Minor disturbance in lesson or form time: Inconsiderate behaviour; Late to lessons; Attempting to negotiate; Chewing gum Lack of equipment; Incomplete home learning; Poor attitude/work ethic; Uniform infringement | In class consequences Mark on sanction slip 3 x C1 sanctions leads to a 20 minute lunchtime detention  
*Teacher/Form Tutor discretion*                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
| **C2** | Persistent or repeated C1 behaviour in form or lesson; Disruptive behaviour Questioning staff decision; Misbehaviour on school or public transport Littering; Contravening the rules of kashrut Mobile phone seen / heard | Mark on sanction slip 1 x C2 sanction marks leads to a 20 minute lunchtime detention  
*Confiscation for 24 hours or 48 hours for 2nd incident*                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
| **C3** | Persistent or repeated C2 behaviour in lesson or form time. Failure to self-regulate in a cover lesson Failure to attend a lunchtime detention Truanting one lesson | Teacher/Tutor detention or Faculty/ YLC removal/detention/report YLC Detention – 1 hour after school  
*Teacher/HOD or YLC discretion*                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
| **C4** | Persistent or repeated C2 or C3 behaviour; Defiance or rudeness to a member of staff; Poor or unexpected behaviour during, or failure to attend, a 1 hour class teacher or Faculty detention; Breaking the strict rules of Kashrut; 3 x 1 hour detentions in a half term | 2 hour SLT detention and placed on report  
*YLC / HOD/HOF discretion*                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
| **C5** | Poor behaviour during, or failure to attend, an SLT detention; 3 x SLT detentions in a half term | Sunday detention  
*SLT discretion*                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
| **C6** | Persistent or unexpected C4 behaviour; Persistent truanting; Walking away from a member of staff; Bullying incident; Racist/ homophobic / biphobic / sexist, transphobic or gender related abuse; Action which results in SLT call out | Removal from lesson and/or SLT detention/ 1 day internal isolation or fixed term external exclusion  
*SLT discretion*                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
| **C7** | Persistent C5 behaviour; Fighting/Assault; Swearing at or about a member of staff; Intimidating a member of staff; Smoking and /or the possession of cigarettes, lighters, alcohol, ‘legal highs’; Persistent bullying; Inappropriate use of mobile phone /ICT contravening school e-safety policy; Theft / graffiti / vandalism; Poor behaviour during Sunday detention or Isolation | Pastoral Support Plan and/or Fixed Term Exclusion  
*Deputy Head/Headteacher discretion*                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
| **C7** | Persistent or unexpected C6 behaviour; Possession of an offensive weapon; Serious theft / vandalism; Possession or supply of illegal drugs; Violence towards a member of staff | Permanent Exclusion  
*Headteacher discretion*                                                                                                                                                                                                 |

*THIS LIST IS INTENDED TO BE NEITHER EXHAUSTIVE NOR PRESCRIPTIVE. IT INDICATES THE SERIOUSNESS OF THE BEHAVIOUR AND THE MINIMUM SANCTION LIKELY. SANCTIONS ARE ENTIRELY AT THE DISCRETION OF THE SCHOOL*